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Park, Jungyeul. 2007. Generating Multilingual Text. Linguistic Research 24(1), 
43-56. This paper explores a multilingual generation system in the context of 
machine translation. France Télécom's third-generation rule-based machine 
translation engine use semantic graphs as an interlingual representation. We show 
the detailed working process from an interlingual semantic representation to 
generating multilingual text as a target language: generating proto-trees 
(quasi-syntactic trees) from a semantic representation, generating unordered 
syntactic trees from proto-trees, word ordering, and ranking in generated text. We 
propose a robustness test which we refer to as a transparency test to verify not only 
the generativity of our system but also the expressivity of the interlingual semantic 
representation. (France Télécom R&D) 
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1. Introduction 
 

This paper presents a natural language generation (NLG) system in the 

context of machine translation (MT). France Télécom's third-generation 

rule-based MT engine (TiLT) uses semantic graphs as an interlingual semantic 

representation. The interlingual semantic representation serves as a 

specification of the meaning content of the output text (Reiter, 1994). We 

consider the interlingual semantic representation as the initial input to the 

multilingual generating system. The working process from a semantic 

representation to generating text for a target language consists of generating 

                                            
* The author would like to thank Emilie Guimier De Neef, Jérôme Vinesse, Delphine 
Dagorn, Johannes Heinecke, Arnaud Debeurme and other members of TECH/EASY in 
France Télécom R&D. I would also like to thank three anonymous reviewers. I believe 
that in addressing their criticisms and suggestions, both the article's arguments and its 
presentation have become clearer. 
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proto-trees (quasi-syntactic trees) from a semantic graph, generating 

unordered syntactic trees from proto-trees, and word ordering. According to 

Reiter and Dale (1997)'s common architecture in applied NLG systems, 

building semantic representation is a part of text planning (or content 

determination), generating proto-trees is a part of sentence planning and the 

remained part is a part of linguistic realisation. Since generating proto-trees 

also has some characteristics of linguistic realisation, we do not explicitly 

distinguish stages between sentence planning and linguistic realisation in this 

paper. 

Generating multilingual text from the semantic representation also includes 

the examination of expressivity which shows the robustness of our semantic 

representation as well as of generativity of our semantic representation which 

shows the robustness of our MT system's generation. 

In the next section, we explore our semantic representation as our starting 

point. We detail generating text process in section 3 and then we show some 

experimental evaluations for multilingual text generation in section 4. Finally 

we discuss conclusion and some future works. 

 

 

2. Interlingual Semantic Representation 
 

There are several important phases in our MT system. In the source 

language, we perform segmentation, lexical analysis, dependency analysis and 

semantic analysis (text planning in the context of NLG), whereas in the target 

language, we perform semantic generation1 (sentence planning), syntactic 

generation, linearization and word ordering (linguistic realization). In this 

section, we focus on our interlingual semantic representation which is the 

input to our multilingual text generating system. 

Primitives of the semantic representation are predicates and individuals. 

Predicates can be either lexical or grammatical. The former represents the 

                                            
1  Semantic generation is the phase for generating proto-trees from a semantic 
representation. See Appendix for the diagram of the NLG system in the context of our 
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semantic content of lexical words like [BODY_PART_AFFECT.mal] which in 

turn represents the sense for one part of the body is in pain. The latter conveys 

grammatical content like [NOMBRE~SING] which represents singular number. 

Individuals are described through their connections with predicates like 

(x19475). The internal data structure of the semantic representation uses a 

directed acyclic graph (DAG) which consists of a set of two types of nodes 

(predicates and individuals) and a set of labelled directed edges. Thus we refer 

to the semantic representation as a semantic graph. These graphs are 

well-adapted as an interlingual structure; source and target languages use 

isomorphic semantic structures. Even though there are syntactically 

non-isomorphic cases like impersonal French verbs in (1) or light verb 

constructions in (2), they share the same semantic representation as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

(1)  a. Il me faudrait de l'aspirine.  

 b. I need aspirin. 

(2)  a. J'ai des nausées.  

 b. I feel sick. 

 

One of the advantages of the interlingual semantic representation is that it 

easily normalizes over conversives (e.g. X bought a book from Y versus Y sold 

a book to X), however it fails to handle more complex linguistic phenomena 

such as pragmatics (e.g. X started its business versus X opened its doors to 

customers)2.   

The semantic representation in this paper is inspired by Meaning-Text 

Theory (MTT) (Mel'čuk, 1988). There are other MTT-based generation 

systems such as Lavoie and Rambow (1997), Bonet et al (2000) and more 

recently Bohnet and Lareau (2007). For example, the linguistic realizer of 

Lavoie and Rambow uses the deep syntactic structure (DSyntS) which is a 

sort of unordered tree. The major difference with other MTT-based generation 

                                                                                      
MT system (TiLT). 
2 Examples and the text are adapted from Mitamura et al. (2004) 
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systems is that they do not have an interlingual characteristic3. The semantic 

representation has been used as an interlingual representation of our MT 

system and it has a capability to generate multilingual text. 

 
MODAL.falloir(experiencer=x19475, theme=x19476, situation=x19477) & 
MODE~CONDITIONAL(mode=x19477) & 
TIME~PRESENT(time=x19477) & 
FORM~AFFIRM(affirm=x19477) & 
ACTIVE_SUBSTANCE.aspirine(patient=u19488, theme=x19476) & 
NOMBRE~SING(number=x19476) & 
INDEF.partitif(detp=x19476) & 
ACTANT.locuteur(entity=x19475) .  

 
a. Il me faudrait de l'aspirine (I need aspirin) 

 
FEELED/POSSIBLE/RELATIONAL_EVENT.vomir(situation=x377411, experiencer=x377410) 
TIME~PRESENT(time=x377411) 
FORM~AFFIRM(affirm=x377411) 
ACTANT.locuteur(entity=x377410) 

 
b. J'ai des nausées (I feel sick) 

Figure 1. Isomorphic Semantic Structure for a Non-Isomorphic Syntactic Structure 

 

Our semantic representation profess its interlingual characteristics, however 

                                            
3 Even though MTT is initially designed for translation and paraphrasing, it needs 
translate (transfer) from its semantic representation of the source language into a 
semantic representation of the target language (Kahane, 2003). 
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it is difficult to design a perfect interlingual representation that covers all 

known languages, and there is no universally acceptable interlingual 

representation currently in existence (Mitamura et al., 2004). At present we 

have a corpus of 1217 English and French sentence pairs where there are 

either shared semantic representations (54.5%) or not (45.5%)4. 

 

 

3. Generating Multilingual Text from a Semantic  

Representation 
 

In this section, we detail the working process from a semantic graph to 

generating multilingual text: generating proto-trees (quasi-syntactic trees) 

from a semantic graph, generating unordered syntactic trees from proto-tress, 

and word ordering from syntactic trees. 

 

3.1 Generating Proto-Trees from Semantic Graphs 

 

A Proto-tree is a quasi-syntactic tree using deep-syntactic-like structure, 

particularly used in our MT system. There are several phases for generating a 

proto-tree from a semantic graph: Arborisation from a semantic graph, 

lexicalisation for predicates, reduction of individuals (described through their 

connections with predicates), establishment of possible relations between a 

root node and a child node, grammaticalisation which removes grammatical 

predicates, and restoration for some grammatical phenomena which require 

lexical insertion such as negations or support verb constructions for a future 

tense. 

 

3.1.1 Arborisation from a Semantic Graph 

 

One of important roles for arborisation is to find the breaking point in a 

                                            
4 The semantic graphs are automatically generated by TiLT. Some of semantic graphs 
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close-structured semantic graph and to make it treelike shape. Then, it finds 

exhaustively the most prominent head (a root) for a tree structure. A semantic 

graph such as I want to sleep and je veux dormir, has a close-structured graph 

among three lexical predicates. To make treelike shape, the system finds the 

breaking point on an edge and also decides which a predicate would be a 

head.  

 

 COGNITIVE_ACTIVITY.vouloir(situation=x19788, 
agent=x19789, theme=x19790) & 
TIME~PRESENT(time=x19788) & 
FORM~AFFIRM(affirm=x19788) & 
EVENT.dormir(situation=x19790, experiencer=x19789) & 
ACTANT.locuteur(entity=x19789) . 

 

a. Semantic graph 

 
COGNITIVE_ACTIVITY.vouloir

FORM~AFFIRM TIME~PRESENT EVENT.dormir ACTANT.locuteur

x11479 x11481 x11480

 
b. After arborisation 

Figure 2. Arborisation from a Semantic Graph of I want to sleep and je veux dormir 

 

The dotted line in Figure 2 shows the breaking point in a close-structured 

semantic graph. During the arborisation arcs are removed to restore syntactic 

relation. 

 

3.1.2 Lexicalization for Predicates 

 

The system assigns every possible lexical word to predicates. The number 

of possible proto-tree therefore would be easily exploded during lexicalization. 

For example, node [COGNITIVE_ACTIVITY.vouloir] is assigned to want and 

wants in English and veulent, veut, veux, voulez and voulons in French. 

 

 

                                                                                      
might not be well-formed. We are planning to add human judgment in the near future. 
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3.1.3 Reduction of Individuals 

 

Individuals describe through their connections with predicates and they are 

reduced as follows: (i) if a (possibly parent) predicate is connected with an 

individual by an autoref edge, every child predicate of the individual is the 

child of parent predicate, and (ii) if a (possibly parent) predicate is connected 

with an individual by a non-autoref edge, we take a child predicate which is 

firstly connected by an autoref edge (or the first non-autoref edge if there is no 

autoref edge), as a only child of a parent predicate and the other child  

predicates are grand child predicates of the parent predicate (child predicates 

of a child predicate). An autoref edge is defined as modification between 

predicates and individuals, and a non-autoref edge might be considered as the 

implicit argument-predicate relationship. 

 

3.1.4 Establishment of Possible Relation Between a Root Node and a 

Child Node 

 

The system tries to establish every possible relation between a root node 

and a child node. There are two ways to establish relations: (i) a simple 

relation establishment which simply adds a relation label onto an edge, and 

(ii) a combined relation establishment which adds a new node such as de of 

parler de for prepositional phrase constructions as well as a relation label. 

Since we duplicate proto-tree if different relations are applied, the number of 

possible proto-tree therefore would be also easily exploded during 

establishment.  

 
 
3.1.5 Grammaticalisation and Restoration for Grammatical Phenomena 

 

During the grammaticalisation the system removes grammatical predicates 

among children nodes and adds the inflected form to corresponding lexical 

word for a parent predicate.  

The phase of restoration for some grammatical phenomena requires lexical 
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insertion such as negations or prepositional phrase constructions for a verb. 

For instance, during the restoration the system inserts not for a negation 

construction or will for a future tense. 

 

3.2 Generating Syntactic Trees from Proto-Trees and Word Ordering 

 

Generating syntactic trees from proto-trees is removes ungrammatical 

proto-trees using dependency grammars which is also used in dependency 

analysis during the analysis phrase in our MT system. Surface structure is also 

realized by dependency grammars. The word ordering of lexical units of a 

sentence is calculated using dependency grammars and the system produces 

every possible sentence from syntactic trees.  

An appendix at the end of a paper summarizes the process for generating 

multilingual text from a semantic representation, meaning that "A speaker has 

a negative state of health." The semantic representation generates I am ill in 

English and Je suis malade in French. 

 

 

4. Experimental Evaluations 
 

For experimental evaluations, we perform a robustness test which we refer 

to as a transparency test for generating multilingual text, instead of performing 

directly a generating multilingual text from a semantic representation. A 

transparency test is that we configure the source and the target language 

identically in our MT system, for example a source language is English and a 

target language is also English. The test allows verifying not only the 

generativity of the generation part of our MT system, but also the expressivity 

of the interlingual semantic representation. A test corpus is an English/French 

bilingual corpus which transcribes several conversation scripts between a 

chemist and a customer5.  

                                            
5 It contains each 1217 sentences and the average length of sentence is 4.39 in English 
and 4.96 in French.  
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Table 1 summarizes results from generating multilingual text. The columns 

are, from left to right, the subdivision of the number of realizations, the 

number of sentences corresponded, and the average number of words.  

There are two ranking methods for generated multilingual text in our 

evaluations. The first, we use CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language 

Modeling Toolkit (CMU-Cambridge SLM)6. This approach is similar to a 

work presented by Velldal and Oepen (2006). The second, we simply use the 

best ranked realization by TiLT, which takes the first result (that is, the best 

scored) among other candidates. Table 2 shows scores of BLEU (Papineni et 

al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 

2005) for English and French. 

There are 63 and 219 silent sentences in English and French respectively. 

They do not generate text in English and/or French. Silent sentences are 

mostly caused by a lack of construction rules which generate semantic graphs 

from a dependency analysis in the analysis phase, and are therefore 

symptomatic of difficulties in building the semantic representation rather than 

weaknesses in its expressivity. The other reason of silent sentences is often 

due to the lack of restoration rules during the phase for generating proto-trees. 

Silent sentences definitely decrease in the evaluation scores. That is, if we 

resolve the problem of symptomatic of difficulties for building semantic 

graphs and generating proto-trees, we would have a more robust generating 

system from a semantic analysis7. 

It is very hard to compare one generation system with another. The score of 

BLEU, however is much greater where the number of realization is less 5 in 

Vellal and Oepen (2006). In our evaluation 68.04% and 65.49% of the number 

of realizations for English and French respectively is less than 5. It means that 

our system generates relatively small number of realization; for example, only 

32.8% is less than 5 in the number of realizations in Velldal and Oepen. 

                                            
6 CMU-Cambridge SLM facilitates the construction and testing of n-grams language 
models (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997). For our evaluations, the model is trained on 
Europarl Corpus Release v3, containing 197 MB and 229 MB of text for English and 
French (Koehn, 2005).  
7  We are working on this problem and developing a system that allows us to 
automatically diagnose these problems. 
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# of sentence average # of word number of realizations 
En Fr En Fr 

0 63 219 0.00 0.00 
0 < n < 5 828 797 4.07 4.66 
5 ≤ n < 10 232 114 4.17 5.80 
10≤ n < 15 61 28 5.07 6.36 

15 ≤ n 33 59 5.98 7.05 
Total 1217 1217 4.54 5.79 

 

Table 1. Generation Result Summary 

 

 BLEU NIST Meteor 
English 0.4242 6.7071 0.8024 CMU-C. SLM French 0.5928 7.1036 0.7133 
English 0.4361 7.0153 0.8062 Best ranked by TiLT French 0.5097 6.0982 0.7143 

 

Table 2. Evaluation Scores for English and French 

 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Works 
 

This paper has explained our natural language generation system in the 

context of machine translation. We have shown the detailed working process 

from our interlingual semantic representation to generating multilingual text. 

We have proposed a transparency test instead of performing directly a 

generating multilingual text from a semantic representation. It allows 

verifying not only the generativity of the generation part of our MT system, 

but also the expressivity of the interlingual semantic representation.  

Experimentations are performed on corpus with relatively short length 

sentences. In the future works we are planning to expand our evaluations to 

much longer sentences.  

Since our generation system is a part of machine translation system, we use 

naturally BLEU and NIST MT automatic evaluation metrics for our 

evaluations. METEOR metric which is more adequate to a corpus with 

relatively short-length sentences, is also evaluated. Evaluation in language 
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generation is still a complex issue (Bangalore et al., 2000) and it is 

particularly user-based and task-oriented evaluation (Belz and Kilgarriff, 

2006).  

We will continue to develop the present system as an independent NLG 

system from an interlingual semantic representation. In addition, other ranking 

techniques such as maximum entropy model or SVM will be tested to 

compare the performance with our evaluation scores.  

In the meantime, we will also improve our semantic representations corpus 

by adding human judgement. 54.5% of a corpus shares their semantic 

representation between English and French. It is important to obtain shared 

semantic graphs between French and English to keep the semantic consistency 

in our system. It allows in consequence trying to achieve a proper interlingual 

generation system for multilingual text. It also allows limiting transfer 

operations when it comes to MT systems which our system is originally 

designed for. 
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